. Boxplots showing the relationship between oil palm suitability and primate vulnerability across the whole African continent. Both suitability and vulnerability where resampled on a 100 km 2 reference grid. Cumulative primate vulnerability was obtained by converting IUCN risk status of each primate species to a numeric value (see Methods for details), and by summing up the vulnerability values of all species present in each grid cell. Oil palm suitability was obtained from The International Institute for Applied Systems and The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Global Agro-Ecological Zones database (? ). We used the model corresponding to a rain-fed, intermediate-level inputs/improved management scenario. Spearman's rank correlation coefficient computed on the whole dataset was 0.29, p-value < 2.2e-16. Cumulative range loss for all African primate species in scenarios of random oil palm expansion (dotted black lines) compared to scenarios where conversion is driven by cumulative primate vulnerability (red lines), or by different combinations of criteria based on oil palm suitability and/or human accessibility and/or carbon stock (blue lines). The text above each plot indicates how such criteria where assembled to model the expansion trajectory. For example, "accessibility + vulnerability" identifies a scenario where 100 km 2 cells were converted to oil palm crop in decreasing order of their accessibility, and where cells having identical accessibility were converted in increasing order of cumulative primate vulnerability. Similarly, "carbon + accessibility + vulnerability" identifies a scenario where 100km 2 cells were converted to oil palm crop in decreasing order of their carbon stock availability, with cells having identical carbon stock being converted in decreasing order of human accessibility (i.e. in increasing order of travel time to the closest city), and cells having identical carbon stock and accessibility being converted in increasing order of cumulative primate vulnerability. Oil palm expansion was simulated 1000 times for each scenario, randomizing the removal of cells having identical rank for the selected criteria (for example cells having identical oil palm suitability and carbon stock availability in the scenario "suitability + carbon"). Lines represent the average value of the 1000 replicates, while shaded areas represent minimum and maximum values (for most scenarios, those are not visible, due to the very small variation in results between simulations). Vertical dotted lines indicate different estimates of the land required to cope with future oil palm demand (in 2050), either considering or not the demand for palm oil destined to biofuel production, and under the alternative, simplified assumptions that either 50% or 100% of the future expansion will happen in Africa. Cumulative number of African primate species expected to loose more than 10% of their current range in scenarios of random oil palm expansion (dotted black lines) compared to scenarios where conversion is driven by cumulative primate vulnerability (red lines), or by different combinations of criteria based on oil palm suitability and/or human accessibility and/or carbon stock (blue lines). The text above each plot indicates how such criteria where assembled to model the expansion trajectory. For example, "accessibility + vulnerability" identifies a scenario where 100 km 2 cells were converted to oil palm crop in decreasing order of their accessibility, and where cells having identical accessibility were converted in increasing order of cumulative primate vulnerability. Similarly, "carbon + accessibility + vulnerability" identifies a scenario where 100 km 2 cells were converted to oil palm plantation in decreasing order of their carbon stock availability, with cells having identical carbon stock being converted in decreasing order of human accessibility (i.e. in increasing order of travel time to the closest city), and cells having identical carbon stock and accessibility being converted in increasing order of cumulative primate vulnerability. Oil palm expansion was simulated 1000 times for each scenario, randomizing the removal of cells having identical rank for the selected criteria (for example cells having identical oil palm suitability and carbon stock availability in the scenario "suitability + carbon"). Lines represent the average value of the 1000 replicates, while shaded areas represent minimum and maximum values (for most scenarios, those are not visible, due to the very small variation in results between simulations). Vertical dotted lines indicate different estimates of the land required to cope with future oil palm demand (in 2050), either considering or not the demand for palm oil destined to biofuel production, and under the alternative, simplified assumptions that either 50% or 100% of the future expansion will happen in Africa. ) for all primate species, and (B) cumulative number of primate species expected to lose more than 10% of their range, under different scenarios of oil palm expansion where land is converted: (i) in decreasing order of oil palm suitability (as in Fig. 1A) , with the aim of maximizing yields (orange lines); (ii) in decreasing order of cumulative primate vulnerability (as in Fig. 1B) , with the aim of maximizing primate conservation (gold lines); and according to an optimization score attributed to each 100 km 2 cell aimed at embracing both income and conservation targets (blue lines, see Methods for details). Solid lines represent the average values obtained in 1000 simulations, while the shaded areas represent the minimum and maximum values (in most cases, those are hardly visible since all simulations yielded very similar results). Vertical dotted lines indicate different estimates of the land required to cope with future oil palm demand (in 2050), either considering or not the demand for palm oil destined to biofuel production, and under the alternative, simplified assumptions that either 50% or 100% of the future expansion will happen in Africa.
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IUCN range
filtered range S7 . Sensitivity of the cumulative primate vulnerability index (see Methods in main text) to potential range overestimation in IUCN data. We computed the fraction of 100 km 2 grid cells in the area of interest for our study (having at least minimum suitability to growing oil palm) that changed vulnerability class (from high to medium or low, or from medium to low) following the progressive random removal of increasing fractions of 100 km 2 grid cells from the original IUCN ranges (change was evaluated in respect to the vulnerability index computed using the original IUCN ranges). Table S1 . Expected range loss under the different scenarios of oil palm expansion for all African primate species, under the assumption that 50% of future global expansion will happen in Africa, taking into account the demand for palm oil for both alimentary and biofuel use. Range loss was computed for each species by excluding protected areas (i.e. assuming that those will be spared from oil palm expansion 
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